START... Once upon a time we met a lady called Gina......

We learnt to think critically and reflectively.

This benefitted all the little children......

Si Sí Oui, Ja Sim

Hello, Ken, Our teachers and us.

We all lived happily ever after.

Finish....

Learnt that parent partnership is very important!
Once upon a time...

Leadership

Commitment

Patience

Time Management

Reflection

Stress Management

Planning

Organisation skills

To be continued... we hope for a happily ever after!
Once upon a time there was an exhausted lady; she was exhausted but didn’t know she was. One day she went for a long walk taking her two leopard print bags, which she had packed with her most precious belongings. She reached a crossroad. Along the way, she found new inspiring objects. She longed surprisingly to add them to her bags, but had no room. Suddenly, she found herself in a situation; she had to make a choice. Does she continue on her path with her once most precious things or embrace the new surprisingly inspiring objects? She poured the old things, no longer shiny and precious, on the ground and scooped up the new inspiring objects, placing them carefully in her bags.

She confidently continued on the path excited by what she might find and who she would meet.
Ditching the Baggage?
Our new precious things.😊